
Treasure Hunt Builder – treasurehuntbuilder.com 

Boy’s Birthday Picnic (Ages 6 to 8) 

The object of this Treasure Hunt is to solve all the clues and find the Treasure!  The 

clues point to the following locations: 

Under the Picnic Table 

Next to the Big Oak Tree 

Under the Cooler 

Under the Toy Bag 

The person who controls the Treasure Hunt is called the Hunt Master.  

Hunt Master: 

Cut up the clues, keeping the first ones, and leave them at the locations above. Decide 

on the treasure. This is something that can be hidden under the bag of toys. You can 

use a box or bag filled with candy, coins, and/or toys. It’s a good idea to have 

consolation prizes as well. Since everyone will be directed to the same location, make 

sure there are enough copies of the clue at that location for those children/teams who 

are not first to arrive. 

Designate Teams. The theme for this Hunt is Birthday Picnic. Name your teams 

accordingly. If there are no teams (just individual players) you can skip this. Distribute 

the first clue to the players or teams. You can deliver the first clue in a decorated 

envelope or in a box with a few prizes. Or you can read them the first clue. 

Tell them to begin. Keep an eye on how each player or team is doing and provide help 

for those who fall behind. Let them know they can ask you for help. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Clue 1 

One plus three sums up its legs 

A real good place to eat some eggs 

Under its top you’ll find your clue 

Stuck under with a bit of glue 
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Clue 2 

 You can find your next clue here. 
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Clue 3 

Look under one that looks like this. 
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Clue 4 

The treasure is small but very nice 

Go quickly there is my advice 

A treasure for you girls and boys 

Beneath the bag of picnic toys 
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